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Short Fiction

i-iome is Where the Heart Is

KATHYE PERRY

Help! Somebody, please help me! Who would be out on this road to hear me?

I'm crazy for being out here. I don't want to die out here alone. Sounds like I hear

a car, 5'es, it is.

H—e—l~p! Please help me! I'm down here! Good, it's stopping.

"Looks like a car went off the road. Honey", Jack said to Rose. Let's take a

look. They got out to look down in the gulley. Jack said, 'Tou go for help and I'll

tiT to get down there." Rose didn't want to leave Jack, but someone could be hurt.

She sped away quickly. "Can you hear me?" Jack shouted. "Help, help", cried

Luke. Jack slowly climbed down the steep hill. Are you all right? I think so, just

pinned in. jack looked at the car that was almost upside down and wondered how
anyone could be all right in a car looking Hke that.

"I'm so glad you came along and heard me," Luke said. We didn't hear you;

we saw the tire marks where you went off the road. My wife has gone to get help.

Thank you so much for stopping.

Luke Wilson had never been happier in his life than now. He and Cara had

finally set their wedding date. They both had graduated the year before from State

College and had jobs in the cit\% Luke, as a Graphic Designer and Cara, as a

Registered Nurse. They had dated since High School and planned to many one

day. All had gone well until Cara's friend, Jolie, came to visit and convinced Cara

to come visit her in Wellington, 160 miles away. Cara liked the area and wanted to

move there. She could get a higher paying job and tried to convince Luke to look

for a job there. Luke loved his job. He also loved being close by his family as he

often helped his Dad on the farm. Lately, all he and Cara did was argue about

where they would live. He didn't like the way things were headed.

Cara, I don't understand Luke not wanting to get away from that one-horse

town. Jolie, don't forget I'm from that one-horse town also. Cara's parents died

when she was young. Her grandparents raised her. Her grandmother had lived

there until Cara graduated; she then moved to a Retirement Village in Jefferson

about 200 miles away. Her grandfather had died two years earlier. Needless to say,

leaving Buxton didn't bother Cara in the least. She did understand Luke's point.

His family was here and his Dad needed the help. Cara felt Luke also needed to

understand her point of view. She felt like she needed a new start with her

husband in another town. There were too many bad memories here for her.

Besides, all her family was gone except Gram and she had nothing keeping her in

Buxton. Cara and JoHe had been friends since their sophomore year at State. Luke



had never cared that much for Jolie. He always said it was just something about

her he couldn't put his finger on. Cara wanted Jolie to be her Maid of Honor.

Luke didn't like the idea, but he let Cara handle those things. They planned a

September wedding. The wedding was only six months away. Ever)^thing seemed

to be falling in place until Cara started pressuring him about leaving Buxton.

"It's getting late. I wonder where Jack can be," thought Cara. They were

having dinner at Henn^ and ]Mar)^'s, Luke's parents. Luke was late picking her up,

which was ver)^ unusual. He is usually very prompt.

I sure hope the kids can decide on where they're going to live. Oh Heniy, you

know Luke wants to stay around here to give you a hand. I don't need him to do

that. He needs to really think about getting out of Buxton and on to some better

opportunities. Well, it seems they both were content until Jolie came back into the

picture. Sometimes, I think she's deliberately tr}ing to break them up. Where are

those two? it's almost 8 o'clock. They had always been on time for the weekly

Wednesday night supper they all shared together.

R-r-r-ing. liello, Mrs. Wilson, by any chance have you seen Luke? No, we
were hoping you two were on your way. That's odd, it's not like him to be late.

Maybe he'll be here shortly. Cara tried not to worry, but she had a piickly feeling

up her spine.

It's 9 o'clock, Henr)\ I'll tr)^ Cara and you tr)^ Luke at his place. Henr}'

worriedly dialed Luke's home number. He was ver)' concerned. This was so out of

character for Luke, no answer. Cara wondered if their last argument this morning

over moving had anytliing to do with Luke not picking her up. They had argued

about leaving Buxton again. It had almost become a daily topic. Cara liked her job

at Buxton General and loved having weekends off. If she moved to Wellington, it

would mean rotating shifts and working weekends. When she and Luke start a

family, this could be a problem, especially with no family around. She knew she

couldn't count on Jolie. They were good friends, but all Jolie thought about was

herself. She would not be willing to pitch in here and there.

Oh, Luke, I'm soriy for this morning; where are you? She panicked for a

minute and thought maybe he just decided he was tired of the hassle. I've been

such a fool listening to someone else instead of my heart and the man I love.

Mr. Wilson, I've called ever}'^one I know; they haven't seen Luke since he left

work. Henr)^ looks at Pvlan^ as he hung up the phone. I'm calling the sheriff. Maiy

was really worried. It was 10 o'clock. Luke always called when he was going to be

late.

"What's your name, son?" Jack asked. Luke Wilson and yours? Jack Green,

my wife. Rose, has gone for help. You Hve around here? No, I live in Buxton. I

took this route to do some thinking and I guess not being famiHar with the road,

that curve sneaked up on me. I'm getting married soon and my fiance and I argue

daily about where we'll live. In Buxton or Wellington where she wants to move.

You're lucky, son, that you're not hurt any more than you are. I can't move much

at all because I'm pinned. Help should be here shortly. Sounds like you and your

lady need to sit down and weigh the pros and cons of moving. Being happy is what

matters, not where you are. Jack could hear car doors slamming. "Help has



arrived," he told Luke. Sheriff Wright and his deputies came down the

embankment. Behind them were the paramedics. "Sheriff, Luke called out, would

you let my folks know I'm all right?" That you, Luke? Yessir, it's me. Sure will,

Luke. Sheriff Wright radioed his office. As he was telling the officer to call, she

interrupted to tell him Henr}^ Wilson had called. She called the Wilsons who in

turn called Cara. I'hey told her about the call and that they were on their way to

the scene. We'll come by and pick you up. Cara was almost hysterical when they

came for her. They drove in silence. When they arrived, Man* wept. They were

still tiling to cut Luke free. Sheriff Wright told them Luke appeared to be all right.

Cara asked if she could go down and told him she was a nurse. Henr\' and Mary

were instructed to stay on the roadside with Jack and Rose. Thank you so much
for stopping to help our son. We could have easily not stopped because at first I

thought the marks were old, but Lm a retired Highway Patrolman and when I got

out and looked closer, I knew. I stayed with him while Rose got help. We live 5

miles from here.

Luke was finally free. Cara and the paramedics checked liim out and

proceeded to bring him up which wasn't easy. Henr\^ and Mar\^ were ecstatic, yet

still apprehensive. The}' followed the ambulance to the hospital.

Luke awakened the next morning to see the three people he loved the most

smiling at him. They hugged and kissed him. Luke, Fm so soriy for the hard time

Lve given you. You're absolutely right to stay here. Pve been such a fool. Can

you ever forgive me? There's nothing to forgive, Cara, as long as we love each

other, we'll be happy wherever we are. Well, for right now, my darling, Ld like to

stay right here in Buxton with my family.



A Room without Mirrors
TERRA SCARLETTE KENAKIN

I gazed out of the window overlooking the pasture, and there again was the

feeling of emptiness creeping so silently into my wake. The sun was setting streams

of golden rays across the field, the weeping willow giving a small sigh in the autumn
wind. As I peered at the heavens, a tear trickling slowly from my eye, I hastily

wiped its remnants away as distant footsteps suddenly became audible across the

hall.

"My, my. It is indeed a bit early for examining the scenen^ isn't it my dear?"

exclaimed a man of burly stature but jovial nature, his eyes twinkling a bit as he

smiled.

"Oh no, Charles. I am merely gazing at what I suppose to be the first real

inklings of autumn. It does seem to be a rather chill morning, does it not?" I asked,

glancing back out through the window.

"Oh yes, yes indeed. I suppose we will be needing the coats for the children,

no doubt."

"To be sure. It seems the mist will create poor conditions for painting anyhow.

Svimmer still seems to be hanging on in futile attempt this year." I remarked.

"Right you are, m'dear. Right you are." After a moment of utter silence,

Charles peeked at liis watch, uttering a huff. "Oh dear! I am expected early today.

You will be alright, won't you darling?"

I looked at Charles and nodded in the best effort of convince. He then

proceeded to ascend the stairs. No doubt to wake the children, I thought. ^\nd at

that instant I was stricken with dejection. What would become of this day? What
meager stabs of exertion shall I exude towards happiness?

These notions itched within my mind with uncertaint)" all morning. The

children proceeded to school in routine. I, however, made the trip towards the

clearing.

The clearing was a vicinit}^ shrouded in forest and nature. Set beside a river's

shore, it was a minute promenade of open ground. The over-hangings of the trees

gave shadows that danced in the radiance. Vibrant flowers ran along the river's

side, whilst the sun gave idle beams of Hght upon the glossy surface of the stream.

The clearing gave solitude and seclusion that brought into resonance one's most

inner desires, dreams, and doubts. Today, I decided, is a day for the clearing.

As I ambled slowly through the wood, I noticed a flower in particular that was

so vivid of beauty, it caught my eye. It was just born and had the color of the

striking sky, a soft periwinkle blue. I bent and touched its vibrant petals, letting my
hand graze over its softness. What shall become of you? You are so much a symbol

of beauty, yet so meaningless in your existence.

I traversed through to my clearing. Indeed it did look lovely today. The sun

shone in a most brilliant manner through the thickets of foliage. The mist had

cleared and the chill of autumn diminished. The air was warm, but not humid, and



the breeze gave appreciated gusts that swept my hair. Yes, I thought, tliis is the

epitome of Giverny and the day is yet young.

I had thankfully brought my materials, for on such beauteous occasions it

would indeed seem sorrowful to have let the sight to waste. I pulled out my canvas,

oils, and paints, sitting upon the earth. Propping the canvas upon my knee, I set to

work.

After some time, having formulated what I thought to be a rather worthy

depiction of the glorious day, I set the painting down and sat staring out at the

river. It gave undulations from time to time and offered a most accurate symbol of

serenity.

And what imprint would I leave upon tliis earth when I have bided my time?

This thought presented anxiet)^ within, as I could not come up with an answer to

the troubling question. I was prodded with considerations about even the most

trivial of subjects.

As I sat and pondered, a little butterfly came swooping from the top of the

foremost tree. It fluttered in the air, letting its wings gHde along so erratically. It

seemed to be struggling for stabiHt\\ I know how you feel, I reflected. The butterfly

flew around my head. It was oh so beautiful. The colors of its wings looked like an

energetic orb in the sunlight. Yellow, brown, and a hint of cherr)^ inhabited its

exterior. I made to catch the beaut}% but it swerved out of sight and flew off.

This awakened in me a memor\" of my youth. When I was younger, and

likewise eager in nature, my mother always placed in my hair a yellow ribbon. It was

silk and so soft. One day, it sHpped from my glossy hair and flickered in the wind

before trembling and dancing out of sight. And now here I stand, decades later and

so abstractly saddened in manner. How would my mother think of me now?

It was now noon and I desired to depart for home. I got up, brushed through

a bramble of leaves, and started my path towards common ground. My walk was a

lonely one. I was attentive, however, to the sights and smells of the wood. I heard

birds chirping in the distance, I could hear their fervent cries of Hfe. The tiver

wasn't too far from the interior of the wood. Likewise I could hear its ripples flow

along as the autumn breeze charged through the water. Moreover, a particular smell

seemed to dwell in the grove. It was rather pleasant and seemed to soothe my
forlorn mood. I was gripped with the aroma of botanical wood and earthy soil. I

never felt so free as I did within the wood. The leaves rustled in the trees as the

wind shook its branches, and my walk was nearing an end as I rounded the edge of

the forest.

Striding towards the house, and feeling rather exhausted, I heard by chance my
maid singing in the yard. My hair whipped my face as I turned abruptly to take

notice of the song. I strained but was actvially rather inconspicuous in my gait.

She sang a waltz but the song was drowned by the wind as it blew hazardously

through the grounds. I approached the door, climbing the stairs in a rather leisurely

mode. Upon opening my door, I found the sun gloriously streaming through my
windows, and I felt rather at peace in its quarters.

The sun placed emphasis on the corner of my gossip bench. I glided over and

sat down upon the imperial, butterscotch cusliion, staring fixedly at the drawer of
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the desk. Shall I? The tendency overtook me and I grasped the iron knob, pulling

the drawer open. It gave a whoosh sound as the contents rambled around inside.

Something of prominence, however, caught my eye.

It was a little diar}^ that was velvet and blue, but bruised and scratched due to

aging. The pages looked wrinkled and weathered. It was my old diar)\ What did this

symbol of secrecy hold? What would I find if overcome with curiosity?

I deliberated no longer and took the article within my hands. I grazed my hand

over the cover of the book and felt its grooves and dents, wondering how each was

placed there. Opening the book, I heard the pages wrinkle dangerously in their

maturit}^

I sighed and saw familiar writing in red at the top of the first page. It was

entitled, "To My Love Divine." I smiled slightly. Reading on, I was taken to a

memor}^ of myself, in younger form, and a man of formative attraction. They were

dancing and laughing. It was a starless night and the spring air breezed silently

through their hair. The young man swept the girl in his arms as they danced

another round beside the haystacks, humming a waltz.

"And what ever shall I do, June, if you were to leave me?" The man asked in a

flirtatious tone. His French brogue was evident even from a distance.

"And why would I ever leave you?" The young girl asked, chuckling slightly.

Then, the man leaned in towards the girl and looked into her hazel eyes.

"Just promise me, June. I could never bear it should it come to pass." He
remarked, looking downtrodden and affected.

The young girl began to caress his face, '^ou know I would never. Come
here." And the woman kissed the man ever so gently as the spring air gave another

bracing wave.

I closed the book abruptly and looked out the window, the feeHng of ominous

guilt held in the pit of my stomach. I had again that emotion of bareness that

echoed worthlessness in my spirit. "Judge not my manner, but my resonating

heart." I whispered to the heavens. A tear sHpped slowly from my eye as I turned

away. What happened to that eagerness for life I once enthused? How chance my
heart wanes with such aching?

As I stared intently, I knew what I needed to do. I got up, determinedly, from

the bench, putting the diar}^ back in its safekeeping. I made towards the door,

creaked it open, and descended the stairs in rapidit}^ The maid, upon seeing this,

exclaimed, "Why lady, where do you go now?"

I stammered, "Um. . .1 have matters to attend to. Please don't hold lunch."

The maid gave a curious nod and continued her chore of dusting the portraits.

Feeling gracious for her lack of further nosiness, I clambered through the door and

out towards the wood.

Since I can remember, painting has been my escape. It has been my expression

of color when I had none, happiness when cheerless, and eager when I had not the

energ}^ As I was making my way towards the clearing, I gave a fleeting look at the

flower, whose petals still shown brilliantly. I smiled faintly but kept on my brisk

walk.
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Approacliing the clearing, I found the foliage to be in its brightest state and

the sun to be warm, but subdued. I dropped my materials and suddenly began to

weep. I began, hastily, to work.

It was dramatic my feeling of utter misen' at the time. But, in all its drama, I

felt content. There was an undermining emotion in me that settled my wandering

dreams and thoughts. It claimed, "Ever)'thing will be alright, now."

I looked around the clearing and saw a bird nesting its babies. They were

peeping loudlv and I had to smirk slightly. I remember those days, I thought.

The river again looked glossy and passive, such harmony I have never known.

It was a deep sappliire, reminding me of the sea. How I yearned for its continuit)%

its envious peace.

As I neared the edge's shore, my gait repressed, I bent lowly over its

opaqueness. I was lost, so utterly alone. Choice had creased my once smooth, eased

face. My hands were wet with sweat as my heart began to pace. I would find that

peace, I reflected. I will again know tranquiHt}^ and feel complete.

Silence. Such silence. I became a woman afloat miser}" and what was seen a

disquieting sight to many, became a beautiful escape for one.

And upon the easel sat the painting of a man, with a woman, dancing by

twiHght and smiling gleefully; they were the epitome of two people in love. Despite

the clearing's silence, the river undulated with interruption. The sun began to set in

colors of orange and pink sherbet across the sky.
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Something Is Not Right
ERINBROWN

Something is not right. The world has turned black and white. And I have

turned inside-out.

I am sure of this.

My hands clench the back of the chair just to stand upright and my knuckles

are white (perhaps they are pink or light blue or yellow, we cannot be sure, the

world has turned black and white) and they look as they should. But something is

not right. I am sure of this.

The spoon is left on the table, it has been abandoned with the rest. It is at an

angle, slightly Uirned from the bowl. The bowl is filled with steaming soup that I

cannot taste. All taste has gone from me, the inside of my tongue is on the outside

and it cannot taste. It cannot taste a thing.

The insides of my eyes must see in black and white. I have thought about tliis,

and tliis is the conclusion I have come to. I am lucky that they see at all, and I tliink

that black and wliite has it's own beaut)^ The shading of things becomes the beaut}'

of things . The long shadows on the hardwood floors cast by chairs that are lying

on their sides by the window finally seem just as important as the chairs

themselves. The overlooked, endless details of flower petals that overlap each

other, each one a different shade, suddenly comes in to sharp focus. Other things

become dulled by the absence of the vibrancy. Perhaps that is why I am inside out.

I know that something is not right. I know I have not always been inside out. I

know tliis because I remember walking across the lawn and seeing color. A plane

flew over the house as I walked to the door, already ajar, and as I looked up to it I

remember the outHne of the clouds against the sky. The rich blue sky.

I make my phone call. My ears are inside out. I hear only the rushing of my
blood and the workings of my brain (how loud it is when your ears are right up

next to it!) and I only know what words I am saying, I cannot tell how I say them

or how loudly I say them, and I cannot hear what they are saying on the other end.

I wonder if they have turned inside out too, and are asking me to speak louder. It

does not matter anway. I sit in the chair, finally unable to stand (how wear)' it is to

be inside out!) and I look at my hands and marvel at the Hnes of my finger prints

and shadows my fingers cast on each other.

The bowl has stopped steaming now. I wonder what kind of soup it is, but my
nose is inside out too, so I cannot know. I smell nothing, and I think that my
insides must not smell of anything, that everything inside me that would smell is

neatly contained in something that doesn't. I'm glad of this. I would not want to

have smelly insides. Not while I am inside-out.

My brain starts to whine. My ears are pressed right up against it and it's

starting to hurt my head. I try to think of nothing, but the wliirr is getting louder

and closer. My heart skips and I feel it on the inside of my shirt (I need to be

tender while my heart is on the outside of me). I decide that the sound is getting

closer because my head is closing in. First I turn inside out, and then I compress.
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This is all part of it. I stand up to walk outside (this room is too tight and I am
already starting to cave in on myself). I walk past the abandoned bowl and the

puddle on the floor (I am glad the world is dull) and I do not look past it and I step

outside (the door is still ajar, I haven't closed it) and to my inside-out eyes, the

sunlight is flasliing ver)' quickly as it shines over the top of the vans and cars and

my brain is starting to scream (how I wish my ears were not up against them!) and I

wonder how long it will be until my head completely caves in.

A hand touches my shoulder. Tliis feels duller than it usually does. My inside-

out skin can still feel, but it's not as sharp. He starts talking but all I hear is the dull

wliirr of my brain (it has decided not to collapse) and the far away roar of an

airplane flying above our heads.

The airplane passes over the flashing lights on the vans, it flies over our house

with the ajar door and the abandoned bowl of soup. It passes over the puddle on

the floor and it's shadow merges with the shadows of the chairs that are lying on

their sides by the window. I look up to see it fly by the clouds that are outlined by

the sky. What I'm sure is the rich blue sky.
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Burn.
ERIN BROWN

Maybe I don't want to know. Like I don't want to know know. That t}'pe of

knowing that draws your breath in quickly and sharp like breathing daggers and

knives that cut into your chest and poke through your lungs and into your heart.

That t}^pe of pain. The t)^pe where it hurts to breathe; where you have to massage

your chest so it doesn't sting as badly and so it doesn't feel so much like somebody
shot you in the chest with a shotgmi or stabbed you in the lungs with daggers and

knives. I don't want to know like that.

But I do know. I don't know know, but I know. In the back of my mind a

voice whispers it as unwelcome as a roach in the sugar jar spoiling the sweet things.

"You know dear," it says, and it's true, I do, I know. But I don't know know. I

don't know know because you haven't told me yet.

You haven't confirmed the name to this stench, like a passer-by would

comment on the stench of a dead animal, a stench that you could mistake for trash

or rotting fruit until the other says what you are thinking. After that there is no

denying it. It is what it is because another thinks it just as you thought it, says it just

as you wanted to say it. Not in so many words, or with the right emphasis, but with

the same spirit and with the same tone. But this could be something else. This

could be something else because you haven't told me yet.

This could be something else like you think it's about to rain because you hear

a deep rolling and the air outside is thick, and you know it's about to rain because

you see dark clouds and the sun is gone. This could be something else because it

does not rain. It does not rain because the deep rolHng is an airplane flying behind

the clouds and the air is thick because it's eight)^ degrees and humid. It's dark

because the sun is hidden beliind clouds that are dark because of shadows. But you

knew it was about to rain. You knew and you were wrong.

So this could be something else.

This could be something else but you are approaching me now and I want to

stop time.

Freeze it entirely and deal with the consequences of being stuck in tliis

moment forever.

Like being frozen in the same second for all eternit}^ is better than having you

say those things. Those things that I am thinking. Those things I've been thinking

of since I first smelled that scent.

That scent that smells Hke flowers and juniper and hints of cinnamon and

vanilla. That scent that does not belong to me. That scent that has never worn my
wrists or graced my neck, that scent that has never touched me except for the first

time it reached my nose and burned through my lungs when it mixed with yours on

your best dinner jacket after your trip to Cliicago. That scent that was not a

stowaway scent from a night at the bar or an evening at a restaurant. That scent

that was fresh and new, not merely lifted from the air by the dinner jacket, but

pressed upon it Hke it were wax paper and the scent a flower. Preserved like it was
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intentional. That scent that makes me not want to know, not want to know even

though I know. That scent that I smell as you walk towards me.

I am unable to stop time, so it creeps forward and you start to come near me

and my lungs burn.

Thev burn with that scent that smells of flowers and juniper. They burn with

that scent that hints of cinnamon and vanilla, they burn with that scent that mixes

with yours. And the two scents do not include me, they do not concern me, they

do not have anything to do with me. I am left out by them, they are their own

beings and they are content without me. They entangle together and threaten to

start a new life without me, to move to Cliicago and buy a house in suburbia with a

clean cut lawn and shady trees. A house that after time will stop smelling of the

previous owners and begin to smell like them.

I am tliinking this as you open your mouth and I'm half convinced you're

going to talk about these scents. I'm half convinced you will tell me excitedly of the

plans your scents have made.

How they are to leave me and meet in the playground imder the swing sets

And catch the red-eye to Chicago.

But you do not speak of flowers or juniper. You do not liint about cinnamon

or vanilla. You mention her. Her. Another. And I am almost caught off-guard.

Almost caught off-guard, so convinced was I that she had no form, that she was

just a vapor or an essence, that she was just a scent. I am caught off-guard because

you do not speak of flowers or juniper, but another. Off-guard because you do not

hint about cinnamon or vanilla, but a name. Off-guard because I suddenly find it

easier to hate a name than it was to hate a concept and my lungs burn fresh all over

again. They burn with hate and you are stoking the fire with your words because

you are making me know.

And now I know. And now I can never not know. Tliis can never be undone

or taken back or returned or exchanged for another or better outcome. This is

permanent and forever. The air reeks with the finalit}^ of it, the stench fills the halls

and will not wash from my wrists or off of my neck. It will not wash out of your

best dinner jacket because it has been pressed in it as if it were steam from a hot

iron. And I feel like I've been shot in the chest with a shotgun. The gun powder

fills my lungs and makes them burn. They burn with gun powder, and they burn

with hate and with the stench which smells vaguely of flowers and juniper, and

hints slightly of cinnamon and vanilla. They burn with daggers and knives and it

hurts them just to breathe.

So I don't breathe.

I hold my breath so I do not have to smell this, so I do not have to breathe in

her scent that mixes with yours, so I do not have to invite them into my lungs to

become a part of me. I will hold my breath until you leave me to meet her under

the swing sets, hold my breath and hope it's cold outside and that she shivers wliile

she waits for you; hold my breath while you catch your plane to Chicago and find a

house in suburbia with a clean cut lawn and shady trees. I will hold my breath while

tliis scent moves out of my house and into yours, until it replaces the scent of the

previous owners.
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But I will keep this dinner jacket and I will burn it, and I will breathe in deeply

while it burns.

The smoke will smell of flowers and juniper and it will hint of cinnamon and

vanilla. It will burn like gunpowder and I wiU breathe it in and massage my chest so

that it doesn't feel so much like I was shot in the chest with a shotgun or stabbed in

the lungs with daggers and knives.
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Horse
CONNIE ESTES

\

f
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Pbeliry& Song Lyrics

Someone Says
DANIEL AYALA

Someone says

I got stuck on a vine

Someone says

I can't write a simple rhyme

On this valentine

It feels like there was never

Enough time

Now I'm coming to class

Every day trying to finally

Find a new way

If not, I might become like a fossil

And never unscramble this puzzle!
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Yet It Is You
CONNIE ESTES

Yet it is You
God made the burning sun

Yet it is you who warms me
God made the twinkling stars

Yet it is vou who shines in my life

God made the elegant rose

Yet it is you who has more beaut}^

God made the soothing rain

Yet it is you who quiets my storm

God made the scorcliing desert

Yet it is vou who flames within me
God made the beautiful birds that sing

Yet it is you who sings love's melodies

God made the green earth to harvest

Yet it is you who grows in my heart

God made now and forever

Yet it is you who creates my eternit}^
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Forgive to Forget
EMNET M. WORKU

Always forgive, but never forget

If you forget when the lesson

Of the past is needed, it may be lost

But if you forgive when the lesson

Of the past is needed

It may be what is needed so

You can move forward in Hfe

Always forgive to forget

But never forget to forgive
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About Friendship
EMNET M. WORKU

It is good to have a friend

Someone to comfort and

Someone to be comforted by

Someone to trust and

Someone to be trusted by

It's good to have a friend

A true friend offers respect and honest}^

A true friend shows consideration and trust

A true friend cares and supports gently

True friends work together as a team

It's good to have a friend

Friendsliip is a ven^ special gift

Friendship is a ver}^ special bond

Friendship a ven' special relationship
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Woman, Heart of
APRIL TATE

The heart is the organ of it all.

It goes and goes.

When the bladder has to go and the stomach has to growl,

the brain goes on break and the eyes wonder,

the heart keeps it's pace.

There's no sleep needed cause its on point.

But ever}^ once and a while, it slows.

Not realizing that ever}^ so often the heart receives a zing.

Not enough to stop, but to scar it.

Slow it down.

But the heart tries and with time keeps a pace.

Sometimes sending warnings, but in the end, the heart is played for a joke.

Until one day it stops.

The eyes wonder no more,

the stomach doesn't growl.

The bladder is a mess

and the body is at rest.

See's nothing

yet see everj^thing.

Something so quiet and peaceful,

forgotten.

The heart never lost its cool,

always kept a pace.

But now shut down
Stop giving,

stop supporting,

just stop.

Becoining hard,

course,

and unwilling.
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What to Do
GREGORY WILLIAMS

Here I sit

Got something to do

Don't know how to

Wliat am I to do?

Tliink I'll dig a bit deeper

See what's in there

There's something

There's sometliing else

So many things in there

Don't know which to choose

Can't make up m}^ mind

This happens all the time

Tliis one, that one!

Wliich is the right one!

Running out of time

Ms. Sayre's going to ask for mine

I'll just give her what I got

Hope she'll be kind

From a Human's Heart
PATRICK WHITLEY

From a human's heart

You will hear pain,

Himger, happiness, loneliness

From a human's heart

You will see misguidance.

Confusion, a competitive drive

But to understand the heart

You would have to feel the

Same things that the heart feels

I feel the way the heart feels

What kind of person am I

For feeHng this way?

What kinds of people feel this way?

Am I really alone?
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Thank You
TRAVIS VAUGHAN

Thank you for coming into my world

Thank you for having my name

Thank you for being healthy

Thank you for looking like me
Thank you for changing my life

Thank you for being my son

Love
TRAVIS VAUGHAN

I don't know what I did to get you

I thank the Lord for you

Because he brought us together

To share our love and have kids

I love having you as a friend and more

Out of all people that could have my heart

I'm glad it's you

To Frame a Day
CONNIE ESTES

Spending timeless moments

Suspended in smooth conversation

Your smiles are forever glowing

Capturing the essence of this day

Is photographically framed in my mind

Butterflies never danced so beautifully

Than the ones I have inside

A picture-perfect memor}^

Hangs on the wall of my mind

No softer sunset there ever was

Than the one I've framed with you
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Because of You
ZELDA THORPE

Because of you

My world is now whole

Because of you

Love lives in my soul

Because of you

I have laughter in my eyes

Because of you

I am no longer afraid of goodbyes

You are my pillar

My stone strength

With me through all seasons

And great times of length

My love for you is pure

Boundless through space and time

It grows stronger ever)' day

With the knowledge that you'll always be mine

For I have it all now
And it's all because of you

My Life
AL I H I N A W

Y

My life had no options,

Filled my heart with alot of emotions,

Holding me back in portions.

But ever since coming to the U.S.A, light has been coming my way,

So please help me God, cause I don't ever want to go astray.

Make me use every single ray.

As my life and heart become light and bright.

Bless me please with paper ever\' day and night,

For i feel it's the only way I will be alright.
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The Rose Garden
TERRA SCARLETTE KENAKIN

Whither joyous, or with heartsick

I shall meet you at the Rose Garden.

Tell me you'll be there-

with face aglow,

To talk of things long spent.

Be by that rose-

With the little crooked thorn

And I shall see thee waiting.

For eternit)^ I will hope

With slow, bated breath

That we again shall gather at

The Rose Garden.
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The Greatest Lie
APRIL TATE

I have erotic behavior,

going out of my mind.

And the common sense tiling is hard to find.

its like the blind leading the blind,

i can't see.

Whats about to happen to me?

My rights turn left and i'm hot as a youngun caught up in theft.

I feel the time upon my neck.

So i tr)' to hit the deck and become more than a speck of black in tliis world that '

they think i am.

What am i to do as i tr)" to fill the shoe of sole provider with nothing to provide but

my pride.

Tr)ing to keep my head up,

i'm fed up with life and all its strife.

So i'U make the world mine

and make white my concubine.

I'll fed need and want.

I'll have the greatest spine a man can hope to have.

I'll make the universe my lounge.

This is the last time i'll scronge for something at all.

Nothing will be my down fall.

Because i can't.
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My Son
TONYA ADAMS

LOVE OF ISRAEL
BLACK EYES, BLACK PL\IR.

SHINES LIKE THE SUN.
MY LOVE IS BIG LIKE THE
EARTH. IF I DIE M\^ LOVE WILL
NOT STOP LOVING YOU. I WILL
SEE YOU AT DAY AND AT NIGHT.
I'M LOOKING AT YOU. MY BELOX^D
ISRAEL

M\^ SON

Last Breath
TONYA ADAMS

LAST BREATH
HEAR MY PRAYER O LORD.
DEATH CAME FOR ME TONIGHT.
M\^ LIFE IS GONE. I SEE THINGS AND
HEAR THINGS. HEAR MY VOICE
LORD. WALK WITH ME O LORD

M\^ BODY IS GETTING WEAKER.
MY EYES ARE CLOSING. hVi BLOOD
IS ON FIRE. I PUT MY TRUST IN YOU
OLORD. I<:EEP M\^ SOUL. IS THIS A DREAM
1 CAN'T WAKE UP FROM THIS SLEEP.
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Love Dream
LAVAR STACKHOUSE

I never imagined

I don't know what happened

You took my heart

Right from the start

I knew you were the one

And all the great tilings to come

You will never know
My feelings I can't show

You're my any and eveii'thing

This feels like a wonderful dream

I don't want to awake

Ending this dream would ache

No one can compete

With a love this deep

It's sometliing like fate

We love, but never hate

My love is unconditional

My life is nothing without you

Wliere would I be?

If you didn't love me

You're my heart and soul

A love that will never grow old

I'll shout from the mountaintop

My love for you will never stop
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River Dreams
CONNIE ESTES

River Dreams

Intense as a river's currents

Our minds drift through dreams

Grasping at things seemingly

Out of reach

Flowing thoughts continue

Winding

Turning

Searcliing

For something to manifest

Into reaUt}^

Moving repetitiously

Like a river

Our dreams collect memories

Yet create constant streams

Of thoughts into the future

River dreams

Our yearning of things to come

Some Day
DETRINA POOLE

Some day I'll go to a movie

And watch ever)^ movie playing that month

Some day I'll park my car

And walk through a park

Some day I'll surprise my mother

And take her out for dinner

Some day I'll go and get

My hair done

Some day I'll keep my promises

Some day I'll put me first

Some day, some day, some day

Some day is not promised

So I'll do ever)thing today
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CONNIE ESTES

The quiet holds peace in its hand

As silence conies after the storm

Tranquilit)' whispers to calm the land

While the quiet of nature is born

Picture peace being still

As the calm softens the scene

While silence climbs every hill

The settle valleys lay serene

As God lays down his will

The soothing and picturesque scenes

Announce the birth of dawn

As the new day makes its grand stand

Introducing the earth and sky as one

Within the soul peace is found

The heart flutters and unfolds

To mother nature's solemn sounds

That put you in a tranquil hold

As if you're heaven bound
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Obedience to God And Sin's

Repercussions
JOHNNIE PARKER

Wlien God tells you to do something, do it

Don't say that there is nothing to it

When we disobey God, it brings on grief

But Jesus gives us sweet relief

When God says love thy neighbor as thyself

Don't put his word on the shelf

When God says read your bible

Don't let that book stay idle

Idle gossip is the devil's workshop

And that we should also stop

All along throughout histor)^

Disobedience to God has brought on misery

So his word you should read

And take heed

To God be true

And he will bless you

This is my stoiy

To God be the glor)^
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No Sense at All
APRIL TATE

You laugh at me and do me wrong

because i am not like you.

I am glad,

for you are ignorant,

a pig if you will.

You walk around and hold hands,

experience your first as i.

But i've grown up and discovered there's no such thing.

A fair}" tale,

an urban legend.

I woke up alone.

I cut my eye and waved my lashes,

still i woke up alone.

Who am i?

Let him tell you that.

Let him come in late from being with me.

I don't care.

I don't care for him, you, or me.

I just needed him for the moment,

for the time.

I understand that love don't love me,

so why should i love?
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Fun in the Sun
ANGELA NICHOLS

The other day was my day

To have fun

I was suppose to go to the beach

But I didn't like the heat

So I decide to have a picnic

But then bees came flying

Out their hives

They stung me so bad

That I got sick

Now, I'm on the way to St. Nick

Once I was released

I slipped on a fossil

And fractured my skull

So I'm home; all alone

And no one to call on the phone

But don't cr}^ for me, for I am strong

For yesterday was my day to have

Fun in the sun

My Precious Stones
STACY MOSES

My child, you are more precious

Than a mountain draped with

Diamonds, rubies, and emeralds

Trimmed in the finest gold

So have no fear, doubt or worries

The words I speak clarifies

The measure of love I have for you

Joy, oh such joy when I think of

Ever)^ moment I've shared with you

You are a blessing from

Our heavenly Father above

You're the sweetest

You're my son

Forever will you be in my heart

And remember all tilings I do

Is out of all the love

I have for you
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Day Dreamer
STACY MOSES

As I sit and stare

Through the window pane

Into the calm, blue sky

A breeze blew upon the tip of my nose

A peaceful feeling went through me
And touched my soul

For that moment
I experienced pure bliss

The only tiling missing was

The touch of a kiss

I long to be caressed

I do my best holding my composure

Sitting, waiting patiently for us

To grow and get older

Love, sometimes have to be put

At a stand still in order to see

If the love you share is real

In the meantime, I gaze

Into the calm, blue sky

As the gentle breeze

Blows upon my face

I think of the one I love

My Day
STACY MOSES

As my e^^es wake thankfully

In the morning and graceful

Sunlight beams upon my face

I glance into my day

And hope it remains as I see it

That is peaceful, easy-going

And challenging

I know I have full control

Over the outcome

It could be peaceful

If I humble myself and respect others

I could have an easy-going day

If I take my time

And put forth more effort
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IVIy3
RITA JONES

I have three little people

Living in my house

They tr)^ to sneak and tiptoe

Like a mouse

They love to scream

They love to shout

Between you and me
I'm going to put them out

I count, 1,2, 3 you see

To see how calm they can be

The are the gifts

That God gave to me
That's why I love

Mv 3

Owning a Business
CHRISTOPHER GAMBLE

Creating a path

Creating a figure

Creating a model

That is able to last

A business...

The way Fll run it

They'll ask...

Is that your business?

Yes, I'll answer, because

I created a vision

I created a taller creation

A business is something

That welcomes a nation

That building of business is wonderful

That building of business is excellent

Is that your business? They'll ask

Yes, because I created the right one

That's my building of business

A created path

A created figure

A created model

That is able to last
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The Human
CHRISTOPHER GAMBLE

The human is at a question

The human is about a question

The hiinian is at a relaxed state

Of mind only to state that

The human is also uncomfortable

Are we as a human inind

Or in a questionable phrase?

Hi, do you mind

If I share my human abilit}^

As being human?

Looking and listening to

Another hiunan has not

Changed; any more than

Listening to yourself breathe

Or take a fresh

Breath of fresh air

The human can seem

Strange if you allow

He, she, or yourself to be

Then again the human
May be just your standing

Reflection. .

.
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^^Looking for Part Yellow, a Little Blue in

the Right Corner, and 2/3 Green"
TERRA SCARLETTE KENAKIN

I sit, glancing,

At endless proposition.

My insatiabilit)^ getting the better of me.

A turn, an attempt

—

Disappointment yet again.

Maybe this? I tr)^

But alas, still no glee.

Then I ponder-and try

This little one, with

Part yellow

A little blue in the right corner, and

2/3 green.

Anticipation. . .Then

Perfection.

Another piece of the Life puzzle

Fitted.

I reflect on its beaut}^ with

Triumph.
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Calculus Poems
LAURA CHARLTON

Editor's Note: TheJolhivingpoems are parodies ojthe followingfamous poems: ]ohn Donne 's

"The Canonisation, ''John Keats's "Ode to a Nightingale, "Samuel Taylor Coleridge's "Kiibla

YJdan, " William Blake's 'The Tjger, "and William WordsiPorth's "Aly Heafi Leaps Up.
"

For Descartes sake hold your axes, and let me graph,

Or chide my range, or my domain.

My five x-intercepts, or vertical asymptote, flout.

With algebra your equation, your conic with geometr)' improve,

Take you a course, get you an A,

Observe the Lemnescate, or the Logarithm,

Or the triangle's hypotenuse, or its ambiguous leg

Contemplate; what you will, approve,

So you will let me graph.

Alas, alas, who's injured by my Secant?

What Cosines' amplitude have my asymptotes crossed?

Who says my curve has approached the axis?

When did my phase-shift a possible solution remove?

"Ode to a Logarithm"

My Domain aches, and a drowsy exponent pains

My asymptote, as though through a transformation I had been graphed,

Or plotted on some dull Coordinate plane

One radian past, and into negative infinit}' I had sunk:

'Tis not through env}^ of thy positive solutions.

But being too certain in thine zeros—

That thou, light-curv'ed function of the axes.

In some melodious hyperbola

Of intersecting inequalities, and sequences numberless,

Singest thou of Fibonacci in non-linear ease.

In quadrant 1 did Blaise Pascal

A stately triangle decree:

Where r, the sacred radius, ran

Through periods measureless to man
Down to a sunless sine.
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Secant! Secant! burning bright

In the angles of a triangle right,

\Xliat immortal hand or eye

Could graph thy fearful symmetr}^?

On what distant axes x or y

Burnt the fire of thy cosine?

For what amplitude dare it aim?

Wliat the hand dare restrict thy domain?

My heart leaps up when I convert

A radian to degrees:

So was it was in chapter 5;

So is it now in 8.2;

So be it in Calculus,

Or let me die!

The Cosine is father of the Secant;

And I could wish my x-values to be

Bound each to each within the domain.
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Calculus Poems
ALFRED FALZONE

Editor's Nofe: The followingpoews are parodies oj thefolloivingfamouspoews: John Greenleaf

Whittiers ''Saddest Words ofA//,
''Alfred hord Tennyson's 'Ufysses, " Ulf/iaw Shakespeare's

Henty y, William Shakespeare 's Isjng Lear, and Genesis 1.

For of all sad words of tongue or pen, The saddest are these: "No solution!"

Though much is solved, much abides; and though

We are not now that exponential function which in polar coordinates

Moved origin and points, that which we are, we are-

One equal solution of polar plots,

Made negative by quadrant and value, but greater that 211

To add, to subtract, to divide, and not to prove.

Once more unto the vertex, dear functions, once more.

Or close the graph up with our Rectangular dead!

hi standard form there's notliing so becomes a function

As modest stillness and humility;

But when the tap of conversion sounds in our ears.

Then imitate the action of the ellipse:

Stiffen the directerix, summon up the foci.

Know thou this, that secants

Are as the cosine is. To be non-consecutive

Does not become a function. Thy great curve

Will not bear erasing. Either say thou'lt solve it.

Or graph by other coordinates.

I cannot plot a function, nor solve an isoceles triangle;

If it be an algebraist's work, I'll do it.

Howl, howl, howl, howl! O, you are Cosines of gold:

Had I your curves and plots, I'd use them so

That EucHd's plane should crack. She's null forever!
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I know when one passes the vertical line test, and when one is false;

She's negative as the cube root of -27. Lend me a compass;

If that her curve will remain one to one,

Why, then she is a function.

Lo, upon the ninth day, the Lord did say, "Let all cardioids be of the form

r=l+acos(0)."

And it was so, and God saw this and said that it was good.
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No Mother to Call My Own
TONYA SMITH-WASHINGTON

Rain fall, it's wet and cold

A lonely child blinks and wipes away tears

Secrets Luiwind, yet they remain untold.

Desperate for attention, her cries are empty and hollow

Thoughts remain isolated; they have no shape or form

Alone in the darkness, the child is left with no instructions to follow.

Questions swirl, they are wliispered loud and bold

Histor)^ repeats itself, No spaces or lies

Left unheard, the child's ston^ begs to be told.

For so long the child longs for hugs, so warm and kind.

While searching for herself, she ponders

\X/liat part of her mother will she find?

* Always remember to smile*
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Debra I Need to Go
APRIL TATE

I am drowiiing in sorrow because she don't call my name
the fix that i need

she can't provide

so i leave because somebody else has the dro

they got what i need

how i need it and don't mind that i need it

my tears dn^ on their own

alone with the sun going down
so is my shame

because i thought this was it

i thought she needed me
i thought i was her all

and i thought she felt as i did

i fought til i couldn't no more

my tears dry on their own

the thought came to taunt

tell me what my heart already know
o she laughs

its funny because she's stable

her sword and shield protect her

and i have none

my heart is exposed and fragile

my tears dry on their own'

now we are broken

not one piece or two

but many
the whispers hurt

and i can't defend myself

my maneuvers are amateur and not skilled

or worthy

so i do cry

i do wonder

i do feel sad

but i've been defeated and left in the battle field to die

she turns her back and keep going

and i stand

and i wait

i don't doubt her
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and i wait

but still she don't answer

so i don't wait no longer

i crawl and weep and suffer

i stand up

and walk away

because my tears dr\' on their own
just as before
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Crimson Sunset
CONNIE ESTES

As nature folds her hands

To say this day is done

Vibrant colors set the sky

Blending the earth and sky as one

The clouds rest in burnished hues

That cast a trail of russet waves

Embracing a bronze-toned sun

Settled in copper-colored shades

Concluding the day's end

Nature paints her final show

The sun rests upon the horizon

With its crimson sunset aglow

The sunset holds the promise of night

The earth's edges darken slowly

To hazy shades of a summer's eve

As nature paints her finale

The beaut)" of a crimson sunset

Will amaze any eye to see

The flair of nature's paintbrush

That closes a day so beautifully
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Comfort
APRIL TATE

Come my child, let me comfort you.

I see you're distraught and so am i.

Come my cliild, let me comfort you.

No, not because i understand.

No, not because i know what's going on.

No, not because i want to be noisy,

but because i need comfort for two!
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Give Me a Chance - I'll Make You Smile
DANNY BARNHILL

May I offer you my love without stipulation

I extend my hands without hesitation

Love in return is my only expectation

Give me a chance; I'll make you smile

These are not words meant for declaration

Neither is this poem meant to be a presentation

But words of love without expiration

Give me a chance; I'll make you smile

Sometimes I show all my frustration

I do this out of desperation

But in my heart, love still has its reservation

I say these words through prayer and meditation

Give me a chance; I'll make you smile
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Gangsters Die Young
DANNY BARNHILL

Bang, Bang was the sound in between the house

I'm hit were the next words out of his mouth

And then his knees got weak

As he collapsed in the street

Tliis is about a gangbanger named Fred

\X^o was ver\' voung when he got shot in the head

Now he's lying in the middle of the street

While his body is being covered with a sheet

Gangsters die young, but Jesus lives

You could be a gangster and lose your life

Or you can be saved through the blood ofJesus Christ

You don't need a gun to be safe or have fun

Because there's joy and peace with God's son

It's time to stop running the streets

Because it's no joke when you lay dead on the concrete

And your blood runs cold along the street

It's so real when they put that tag on your feet

So many mothers ask their selves. Why my son?

I tell you, gangsters die young

But let Jesus in your Hfe and believe

Wliatever you want, you can achieve

The Lord and Savior's blood has already been shed

Now, you are free to wear blue or red

Just remember that Jesus loves you and me
Jesus sits on the right hand of the throne

So don't ever think that you're alone

Jesus will be with you until the ver\^ end

So remember Jesus is more than a friend
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2 Sides 2 Every Story
DANNY BARNHILL

I thank God for strength to tell this story

And to Jesus, I give all the glory

Like I said, there are 2 sides 2 every stor)^

When I first started using drugs, I thought it was fun

What I didn't know was that the battle had just begun

To take a hit seems like a bright sunny day

By the time I'm through, it's a dark painful night

And this goes on time after time

Sometimes when I don't even have a dime

Can somebody tell me what to do?

Because I tell myself even day I'm through

Now this was a battle I couldn't win

Because I was living the life of sin

But I knew Jesus was somewhere inside of me
And with tliis grace and mercy, he could set me free

So it's time to give Jesus all the glor}"

Because he is the other side of this story

Jesus picked me up and turned me around

And then placed my feet on solid ground

He touched my heart and changed my mind

And told me even^thing will be just fine

So God desei"ves all the glor)-

Because there are 2 sides 2 ever)^ stor)^
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The Blossom of Love
ESTELLA DANIELLE SILVEIRA

Leafless before

Your love allured me

Cantagioned me with its balm

Embraced me in delight

Fascinated me in the dew of your soul.

I
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Silent
ERICA BARBEE

Silent cries

Are cries that are never heard

But some times they can be seen

They are the unhappy smiles

And the frightful unhappy screams

Silent cries

Can make a child wonder

If those silent cries are about him
Or something he has done

Silent cries

Sometimes can never be noticed

Until it's too late

Some people hide it all inside

And never let it go

Nor tell why they have silent cries

Rainbow
ERICA BARBEE

The rainbow comes out as bright

And colorful as the word

It starts at the top of the oak tree

It stops at the top of the red barn

The red is shimmering Like pearls

The blue is shinning Hke diamonds

They yellow is brighter than

The sun as it comes up
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Sleeping Babies
CONNIE ESTES
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A Look into the Past
KULPANA AKPAN

The present day is different from the 1800s. Cars, for example, have

changed dramatically. In the late 1800s, cars were just getting their start

in the world. They did not go very fast and were not very big. Also, only

rich people could afford cars so to have a car was a symbol of high status.

Today, there are more types of cars to choose from. There are mini-vans,

SUVs, and convertibles. Also, the new hybrid runs more efficiently then

regular cars. Now, cars go a lot faster, are bigger, and more people can

afford buying them, so to have one is not a special privilege. When a

person reads Henrik Ibsen's A Doll's House , he or she needs to know

some of the differences of that time to understand the significance of the

play; otherwise, that person will think that the play was pointless. There

was a big difference between men and women in the 1800s, and it can be

seen in Ibsen's play through the protagonist Nora Helmer's life. In the

play, Nora conforms to much of her husband Torvald's wants because it

keeps him happy, she is dependent on him, and in that time period,

women were of a more servile rank.

Nora accedes to much of what Torvald tells her to do to keep him

content. In the 1800s, a woman was supposed to be behind her husband.

So, if the wife wanted to go somewhere or do something, yet her husband

did not she was not supposed to go to that place or do that thing. Nora

thinks that she and Torvald can get a loan if thev ever need money

because they do not have much extra money to spend. Torvald, on the

other hand, does not like the idea of owing someone money (Ibsen 906).

Nora gives in to him by saying, "Very well, just as you say" (Ibsen 906)

and not bringing up the subject again. A wife "was to be the helper, the

comforter, [and] the inspirer" (Gosse) to her husband and keep him
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happy. Torvald calls Nora different pet names, like "singing bird" (Ibsen

906), "sky-lark," and "squirrel" (Ibsen 905). Nora plays along with this

act because Torvald likes it when she does. Torvald has Nora dance the

Tarantella, an Italian folk dance, for a party because it is what Torvald

wishes. Torvald thinks that Nora should obey him because he is her

husband, and as her husband, she should obey him. Edmund Gosse says

that Nora "is really a tragical victim of masculine egotism." Her life is to

serve her husband and tend to the kids at home, while Torvald supports

the family.

Since Nora does not have a job, she depends mainly on Torvald for

money. Nora gets a loan and needs to pay it back. Torvald gives her a

weekly allowance for her to spend, and she saves money from her

allowance to make payments on the loan (Ibsen 913). She needs the

money that Torvald gives her because "if a woman tried to earn her own

money ... her employment opportunities were usually limited to low-

paying jobs such as needlepoint, teaching, and menial clerical positions"

("Henrik Ibsen"). Nora got small jobs for "sewing, crochet-work, [and]

embroidery" (Ibsen 910), but she could not make enough money to

support a family. The husband was the person who had the job to keep

the family going, and Torvald has the job that makes enough money to

support the family. Also, "after the New Year" holiday, he is getting a

promotion at his job, so he is going to be making a bigger salary (Ibsen

906). Nora receives money from Torvald so that she can buy what she

needs or wants, while she tends to her household duties.

In the 1800s in Europe, society made it so women were lower then

men. The woman's place was to be in the house. She was to run the house

like a good wife. She would cook the meals for the family, wash the dirty

dishes afterward, and depending if the family had a maid, cleaned the

house. Also, the wife was supposed to care for the children. Nora talks

with her children after they return from playing outside. She asks them
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about their playtime outside, and then starts a game of "hide and seek"

with them (Ibsen 918). She is having a great time playing with her kids

and being around them (Ibsen 918). She raises the children and her

husband Torvald does not. She is doing what a woman was supposed to

do: be a good wife and mother. Sheri Metzger, a critic on Ibsen's A Doll's

House , says, "...a married woman had the least amount of economic

power." That woman would be under the reign of her husband. An

opinion from a woman was not taken seriously when pertaining to

"serious" (Ibsen 949) matters. Nora and Torvald have a conversation

about it:

NORA. We have been married eight years. Hasn't it struck you

this the first time you and I, man and wife, have had a serious

talk together?

HELJMER. Depends what you mean by 'serious.'

NORA. Eight whole years—also, more, ever since we first knew

each other—and never have we exchanged one serious word about

serious things.

HELMER. What did you want me to do? Get you involved in

worries that you couldn't possibly help me to bear?

NORA. I'm not talking about worries. I say we've never once sat

down together and seriously tried to get to the bottom of

anything.

HELMER. But, my dear Nora, would that have been a thing for

you? (Ibsen 949-50)

Torvald does not think that Nora can be included in discussions of worth

because she is a woman. Nineteenth century women were not really

involved in things that could make a real difference like economics and

the stock market. Women could not even get loans unless they had their

husbands present to sign for them ("Henrik Ibsen"). Woman could not
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usually do things of importance because the rules and laws were catered

to men and not woman.

Ibsen's play shows that Nora obeys her husband because it maintains

his happiness, she does not have the means to support herself, and

society made the role of a woman subservient. Nora is the supportive

wife that she is supposed to be. She does what Torvald asks of her and

tries not to make him angry. Nora relies on Torvald because he works and

she does not. Also, if she did work, the jobs that a woman could get were

"limited to low paying jobs" ("Plenrik Ibsen"), Society played a big part in

how women were expected to act and what they were expected to do. A

woman was not usually included in things like how to help the economy.

She was to clean the house and keep up with other household duties.

Ibsen's A Doll's House wonderfully illustrates that Nora has many

reasons why she acts the way she does and how the life of a woman in the

1800s was harder than it looked.
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The Cost of Change .

ALPHONSUS NWAFOR |

The world as we know it is constantly changing. From ancient time through

the medieval age and to the contemporar)" era, philosophers from Socrates to Hegel

have speculated on the nature of change. Our very existence bears witness to the

hard fact that the only thing that is permanent is change itself. In his short stor)^ "A

& P," Updike explores the qualit)^ of change, its occurrences, and its effects on the

societ}^ Updike uses the character of Sammy, comic contrast in language and tone,

symbolism, and the grocery store setting to demonstrate that change is not easy to

come about and is bound to bring with it conflict and pain. Furthermore, he opines

that the established order of the societ}^ who fights to maintain the status quo is in

constant conflict with the young ones who struggle to extricate themselves from

what they see as the stranglehold of their unprogressive and stagnant conservative

environment.

Throughout the whole story, Updike presents Sammy, who is the narrator, as

the champion of this conflict who will eventually lead to change. Sammy moderates

this change not only by liis actions but also by the way Updike uses him to point to

these changes. Sammy does not hide his disdain with the regular customers of the

A&P store. They represent the old established order that is the guardian of

unprogressive mores that bore Sammy. He uses derogator)^ expressions to register

liis near total displeasure with that order. To one, he calls "a witch about fift}' with

rouge on her cheek bones and no eyebrows" (Updike 18). "Others are house slaves

in pin curlers" (20), and the rest are "like scared pigs in a chute" (23). From the

above, it becomes clear that Sammy is completely dissatisfied with the "insensitivit}^

and the joyless and wooden nature of their existence" (Porter 320). Sammy desires

a change from this environment. He needs some fresh air. While some might argue

that Sammy is arrogant, insensitive, harsh, and immature in his comment to these

old folks, literar}' critic M. Gilbert Porter contends that such is "mainly teenaged

exaggerationese growing out of the typical tendency to make blanket judgment

hastily and place all individuals in their nearest categor}'"(320). Sammy's
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dissatisfaction with the old order will eventually lead him to a challenge with liis

manager thereby igniting a change of which the outcome might not be as palatable

as he had wished.

Updike displays a sharp contrast in language and tone as he explores the girls

and Sammy's attitude toward them. The appearance of girls provides the much-

needed syrup that Sammy was yearning for. It provides not only a relief in scenery,

but also a sharp contrast to Sammy's archconser^vative, unyielding, and stagnant

societ}'. Compare "tliis chunky one, with the two piece [that] was bright green

[with] the seams on the bra [that] were still sharp and her belly was still prett)'

pale. .

." to the "women with six children and varicose veins mapping their legs. .
.."

(Updike 18). Note that even the color of the girl's swimsuit is bright green

signifying growth and freshness, a growth that will blossom into change, maturit}%

and progress as against the stagnation that is the hallmark of Sammy's societ}. All

these, considered side by side show the conflict that belies the communit)% a

conflict that will mutate into change with Sammy leading the way.

Updike uses symbols to examine the various class structures in the societ)^

Even though the girls fulfill Sammy's desire and yearnings, Updike also shows that

Sammy and the girls do not belong to the same class in the societ}\ While Sammy

associates himself and his family with "HiHo crackers" and "Schlitz" and

"lemonade" representing their middle class stature in the society, the girls have

"Kingfish fancy Herring Snack in Pure Sour Cream" (21). Sammy also visualizes

one of the girls' fathers and his guests in ice-cream suits, bow ties, and sandals

dining and wining on the herring and "holding drinks, the color of water with

olives and sprigs of mint in them" (21). They belong to the upper class in the

societ\\ This leads literan^ critic Ronald E. McFarland to project that "the

incongruit}^ of the common HiHo crackers and the luxur)' hors d' oeuvres like

herring snacks anticipates one aspect of the hard lesson that Sammy will learn"

(McFarland 324). Sammy's name is also ver)- symbolic here. Updike uses the name

"Sammy" to show that his protagonist is still a "boy" who may not understand the

full meaning of his utterances or the consequences thereof. There is no doubt that
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Sammy might change liis name to "Sam" as he matures and grows older. Updike

uses symbolism to demonstrate the two different worlds here and how badly

Sammy would want to accomplish this change, this transition to a better and

happier one.

The whole episode takes place in the A&P supermarket. "It is a democratic

melting pot of sorts, a t)^pically American institution where, just as the Atlantic and

Pacific come together. .
." (324), the conservatives and the liberals also meet. It is

the meeting point of the rich and poor, old and young, the beautiful and the not-so

-beautiful. Which other place could offer a better opportunity^ for such conflicts as

are recorded in the stor}9 It is a place where the established order in the societ}^

who want to preserve the status quo meet a surprising challenge from the young

ones who believe that their vision of change will move the society forward. Here,

Sammy stands up to Lengel, and the girls' appearance in swimsuits disrupts the

normal social "decorum" of the communit)^ Even though Sammy knows quite well

that he will "feel this for the rest of [his] life" (23), he also understands that "in

choosing to follow the dictates of his conscience, he will often be at odds with the

'kingpins' and the policy-makers; but he knows a more important thing: That not to

follow the voice of conscience is to be false to one's own integrit)^ and therefore to

live a lie, and Sammy has chosen to live honestly and meaningfully" (Porter 321).

Sammy understands that he cannot stop this ball he sets in motion from moving

on. He recognizes that approval and applause may not always accompany one's

decision. However, he is determined to stand firm especially when he is internally

convinced that his action is borne out of deep personal conviction. Change,

therefore, is not always easy and may come with a price. Sammy, however,

recognizes that somebody, somewhere, and at some time would have to herald a

change for the benefit of others.

How does change occur? Is it natural or artificial and how does the societ}^

react to it? Updike answers these questions and more in his literar}^ masterpiece

"A&P." He uses Sammy to illustrate that sometimes, change is initiated and that

the established order would not react kindly to that. Updike shows the old and the
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new to be in constant conflict as we see in the character of Sammy, the girls, A&P

customers, and Lengel. Change requires a lot of courage as Sammy demonstrates

and even shows that heroic acts may not always arise from noble acts. The

precursors to change may not even be aware of their actions just as the girls

disappeared quickly from the stage. Finally, the consequence of change is not

always sweet as Sammy recognizes that the world is going to be hard to him

hereafter.
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Keeping Arts Education in Public Schools
TERRA SCARLETTE KENAKIN

"There had better be room for music and art in our schools. .

." echoes Dr.

Robert W. Peebles, superintendent of public schools in the Virginia cit}% in an

article by Steve Clark from the Richmond Times-Dispatch. The arts give students the

ability to create and explore, and to become artists. It seems a foregone conclusion

that parents want their children to become imaginative scholars. The arts in

education have become a necessit)% and schools are taking notice. According to The

Illinois Mt/sic Educator, ninet)^-four percent of principals surveyed "agreed that the

arts are an essential part of qualit)" education." The arts in education are a necessit)^

in public schools because they connect with students who are introverted or

academically insecure; they can reach those who may learn differently; they help

motivate and increase students' life skills; and, they provide new and unlimited

challenges for students limited by academic achievement. Therefore, it is imperative

to keep the arts education in pubKc schools in the future.

There are many t)'pes of students, from the quiet, introverted scholars, to the

more extroverted, outgoing ones. There are also students who feel that school is a

"waste of time" or that maybe they are just not "good at academics." Art helps to

reach out to those who are intrinsically silent or insecure about their intelligence,

providing a method and means of outreach and extroversion for these t}^pes of

pupils. According to A.mericansfor the A.rts, an acclaimed organization devoted to the

preservation of arts in public schools, "Young people who are disengaged from

schools and other communit)' institutions are at the greatest risk of failure or harm.

The arts provide a reason, and sometimes the only reason, for being engaged with

school or other organizations." Yet another study by Jenifer Milner from Performing

y4.rts and Entertainment in Canada offers further evidence: "James Catterall, a UCLA

researcher, studied 25,000 students in grades eight to ten. He discovered that

students 'highly involved in arts programs' fare better in other subjects too and are

'much less likely to drop out' of school or become uninterested in life." Though
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other sources claim that art takes away from academics, qtiitc the contran^ may be

true. It may actually serve to help kids stay in schools.

The arts also serve to reach students in a way that sole academics do not.

Recent research shows that some students learn differently than others. From tliis

research, the theor\' of multiple intelligences was developed. ^Vccording to the

ovg2{nizi[tion, Awen'cafis for fbe Afis, "The theor}^ of multiple intelligences claims that

scholars in school learn in a variet}^ of different ways: for example, kinesthetically,

spatially, logically, visually, lingms tic ally, and so forth. This means that conventional

classroom practices do not engage students with different learning stales. An

education rich in the arts is more likely to reach students in more ways."

Classrooms should be facilitated to teach to all t\'pes of students, including all

different learning st}^les. By incorporating numerous and diverse learning st}^les for

students, academic scores and achievement can be boosted, which, in turn, will

increase the confidence of scholars and serve to better educate societ\\

The arts help motivate and encourage a student's success, which, consequently,

helps them succeed in life. Tvlilner, a writer for Performing Arts and 'Entertainment in

Canada^ states, "Not only do students' attitudes, attendance, abilities, and grades

dramatically improve when the arts become part of their school life, but 'research

shows that arts education programs result in measurable gains in student

achievement. .
..'" A student learns to think creatively and imaginatively when

involved in the arts. From their creations, a scholar gains a sense of confidence and

pride in their work. Confidence is a key part in succeeding in life. Dr. Peebles,

whose dedication to maintaining strong music and art programs in Alexandria's

school system earned him the coveted "Superintendent of the Year" award

(sponsored by the Virginia Music Educators Association), remarks in an article in

the Richmond Times-Dispatch by Steve Clark, "'I feel ven^ strongly that music and art

are essential for our students. The arts help you get through life. And that's what

education is all about really—teaching you to get through life.'" Furthermore, the

arts provide challenges for both students already deemed 'successful' and for those

limited by achievement. According to Americansfor the Arts, "Boredom and
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complacency are barriers to success. For those young people who outgrow their

established learning environments, the arts can offer a chance for unlimited

challenge." Art provides infinite possibility for growth and discover}' for students.

Though the arts provide new challenges, provide needed outreach to students

academically unfit or insecure, and offer different learning st)4es for all scholars and

life skills for success, there are some sources that disagree with having the arts in

education. The main reason for this attitude is that some feel they take away from

core academic learning. Aaron Hoover of the Star-News comments in his article

"Arts-based Teaching Not Living Up to Expectations," "Are students learning to

paint but not to read?...The A-plus program weaves arts into the curriculum by

using music, art and drama to teach math, science, reading and other subjects. . .But

school performance results compiled under the ABCs of Public Education

program released Thursday show the 27 schools in the program did not improve as

well as the average school. . . [SJchools that use A-plus fared worse than the state

average." Hoover does make a good point, and statistics do provide some evidence

for liis views. However, taking the statistics of just one specific program that uses

the arts does not make the arts, or arts-based teaching, inadequate for ever)' school.

Milner comments, "'Arts teachers daily ask their students to engage in learning

activities which require use of higher-order thinking skills like analysis, synthesis,

and evaluation. Arts education, then, is first of all an activit)^ of the mind."'

Furthermore, The Illinois Music Educator ^re^stnts, "A majority of superintendents

and principals agreed that students who study the arts perform better on standard

acliievement tests and college entrance exams (72 percent and 80 percent

respectively)." Thus, though the arts and arts-based teaching do not always produce

perfect results, the majorit}^ of studies show how beneficial the arts actually are in

school. The arts produce positive results not only in the classroom, but also in a

student's life. The arts do not take away from core academic learning; rather, they

set new opportunities and techniques to learn that core.

Another source of contention over arts education in public schools involves

funding for the arts. There is no argument that funding for all public education is a
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much disputed issue, and since arts education is often considered optional,

appropriations for such a program may find itself at the bottom of the 'financial

barrel.' One excellent remedy for tliis dilemma is the use of money from a national

lotter\% which in turn can provide grants for all kinds of arts in public schools. This

system is already in place widely in Europe and in some states. Arts Council Eiig/and,

which is devoted to investment in the arts, offers this fact, "Since the National

Lotter)' began in November 1994, it has injected around 2 billion euros into the

arts." Such an amount of money would not be invested lightly if not for some

reason or worth. The combination of tliis lotter\" money, and support from

worldwide advertisements for support of arts education, should be more than

enough to secure a place for the arts in public schools.

In conclusion, the arts should be kept in public schools because they provide

new challenges, aid students academically unfit or insecure, provide different

learning st}'les for all scholars, and offer life skills for success. In the future, the arts

should be secured a place in a student's future because they offer them with

opportunities to grow and mature. Children need to grow up being confident and

creatively smart. Though sources claim the arts take away from 'real' academic

learning, often times they offer new avenues of learning, and better convey the core

material to the students. According to Americansfor the A.ris^ the organization

dedicated to researching art and its contributions, "When the arts become central

to the learning environment, schools and other settings become places of

discover}^; school culture is changed and learning is improved." If arts can motivate,

teach and interest pupils, then its contribution to academics should not be

underestimated.
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Socien. Currently, she is working on a novel.

Alfred Falzone is a University Transfer stvident.

Christopher Gamble is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech.

Ah Hinawy is a student at Durham Tech.

Rita Jones is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech

Terra Scarlette Kenakin won two Editor's Choice Awards from the International

Librar}' of Poetr\% as well as a "Poet's Merit" award. Currently, Terra is part of the

Raleigh Little Theatre and she is getting her Associate in Arts Degree to transfer to

UNC-Chapel HiU.

Stacy Moses is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech.

Angela Nichols is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech.

Alphonsus Nwafor is a student in the Nursing program.

Johnnie Parker is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech.

Kathye Perry is an instructor and Assistant Coordinator for the Compensator)^

Education Program in the Basic Skills Department. Kathye writes novels, poetr\% and

children's books. Before coming on board at Durham Tech., Kathye owned and

operated Kathye's DayCare. She is an active member of Peace Missionan" Baptist

Church where she serv^es as a Deaconess, a Gleaner, and sings in the Senior Choir. She

has one son and a daughter-in-law.

Detrina Poole is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech.

Estella Danielle Silveira is a student in the Associate in Arts program.

Tonya Smith-Washington is a student in the Paralegal program.

Lavar Stackhouse is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech.

April Tate is a member of the Durham Tech community.

Zelda Thorpe is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech.

Travis Vaughan is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech
Patrick Whitley is a student in the Business Administration program.

Gregory Wilhams is a student in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech.

Emnet M. Worku is a smdent in the Basic Skills Center at Durham Tech.





The Durham Technical

Community College Foundation

supports education in many ways, including the arts. The

Foundation show-cases literary talent on campus through publication

of The Final Draft. It also brings renowned talent to the campus

through the Vive/Viva the Arts series. During the past year, the

Foundation sponsored a visit by Tim Tyson, bestselling author of

"Blood Done Sign My Name." Other recent highlights of the

Vive/Viva the Arts series include Randall Benson, instructor at Duke

University's Center for Documentary Studies and winner of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' Student Academy

Awards; and the popular Hip Hop duo.

Language Arts.

For more information about the Durham

Technical Community College Foundation

or to offer support, call 919-686-3377.
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• Enroll in one of over 90 high-demand career training

options, including health care, business, electronics,

public service, industrial systems, and more;

• Complete the first tv/o years of a four-year degree

in one of the state's strongest University Transfer

programs;

• Learn new skills and broaden your horizons through

a variety of short-term continuing education courses

that start throughout the year; or

• Expand your basic skills to move ahead in life!

||^^ For more information, visit the

college's web site or give us a call!

6-3300 • ww^^^rorhamtech.edu


